Moving Universities: A Case Study on the Use of Unconferencing for Facilitating Sustainability Learning in a Swiss University
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Abstract: Unconferencing is a method for organizing social learning which could be suitable to trigger sustainability learning processes. An unconference is defined as participant-driven meeting that tries to avoid one or more aspects of a conventional conference, such as top-down organization, one-way communication and power-relationships based on titles, formal hierarchies and status. This paper presents a case study on the application of unconferencing in a large Swiss university (ETH Zurich) where an unconference was conducted to engage students, academics, staff and external experts in a mutual learning process aimed at the development of project ideas for reducing its CO₂ emissions. The study analyzes how the unconferencing format initiated and promoted sustainability oriented group processes during the unconference, and in how far the projects which were developed contributed to a reduction of the university’s CO₂ emissions.
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1. Promoting Sustainability in Higher Education and Society

There is broad consensus that education must be a driving force for making progress toward sustainable development: “Education, including formal education, public awareness and training, should be recognized as a process by which human beings and societies can reach their fullest potential. Education is critical for promoting sustainable development and improving the capacity of the people to address environment and development issues.” [1]. Acknowledging that education is an indispensable element for achieving sustainable development [2], the UN declared the period from 2005 to 2014 as the Decade of Education for Sustainable Development aiming to provide an “opportunity for progressing towards implementing universal quality education that fosters the knowledge, skills, perspectives, and values that lead to a more sustainable future” [3]. Given the large importance of the education sector for sustainable development, the role of universities as leading education and research institutions must be regarded as particularly crucial. Universities can play a pivotal role for societal transformations towards sustainable development and CO₂ reduction [4]. Their particular role within society provides them with autonomy, reflexivity and openness, aspects needed to explore innovative paths towards sustainability [5,6]. Universities—themselves heavy producers of CO₂ (e.g., mobility of students and staff, heating of rooms, electricity use, paper consumption)—have the potential to promote sustainability and facilitate corresponding learning processes in their own other organizations as well as in other organizations and domains of society through a sustainability oriented transformation of

(i) their internal processes and campus operations,
(ii) community service and outreach,
(iii) research activities,
(iv) the education they provide.

As well as through developing outside relationships, networks and partnerships addressing these four areas [7-13]. The sustainability oriented transformation of a university happens in a stepwise process, but nevertheless, an all-encompassing approach towards transformation which allows addressing these interrelated areas holistically seems most promising. Various studies on the pro-sustainability transformation of universities, point to the importance of a “whole-of-university approach” [5,14,15] which allows for synergetic interlinking of curriculum, research, and pro-sustainability transformation of campus operations. Such a holistic approach corresponds to the concept of sustainable universities [13,16] and implies that for being able to contribute to societal change, universities have to become more sustainable themselves. Improving the sustainability of internal processes, for example by reducing power consumption, paper use, and car and airplane traffic of university members, accordingly represents the most basic aspect of the concept of sustainable universities. Corresponding projects stimulate organizational learning and let a university serve as an authentic role model and partner for other institutions [12,16-18]. The organizational learning processes triggered through such projects can involve more environmentally and socially conscious behavioral decision making and behaviors of individual university members, as well as changes of institutional and structural characteristics and technological, educational, research and management practices and goals.
1.1. Designing Events for Initiating Transformations towards Sustainable Universities

For achieving a maximum transformative momentum towards more sustainable universities, support is needed both top-down from the university board and faculty and bottom-up from students and employees [5,6,19]. This in turn calls for a transformation process fostering the formation of interdisciplinary and cross-boundary teams which would drive the transformation process. An important research question is therefore how group processes can be organized to maximize cooperation, creativity, active participation, mutual trust and learning, and facilitate sustainable collective processes and decisions. However, so far, despite a large number of conceptual papers, research has produced limited empirical insights on how this can be optimally achieved. This study investigates, on an empirical basis, how unconferencing [20,21] was applied in a Swiss university to organize group processes aiming to generate ideas for a pro-sustainability transformation of the university.

Unconferencing is a rather new method for organizing social learning and facilitating creativity and information exchange and it is therefore not yet known how suitable this method is to trigger sustainability oriented organizational learning processes. An unconference is defined as participant-driven meeting that tries to avoid aspects of a conventional conference such as top-down organization, one-way communication and power-relationships based on titles, formal hierarchies and status. Management or facilitation of an unconference is hence primarily concerned with establishing and maintaining an environment supportive to meaningful transactions between participants rather than controlling contributions according to established pecking orders.

The theoretical background and rationale of the method will be explained in the next section. Thereafter, the importance of involvement and participation of all university members, organizational units and levels for achieving pro-sustainable transformations is explained in more detail. The crucial role which mutual learning in transdisciplinary and cross-sectional groups plays is then outlined. Thereafter, the case study on the application of unconferencing in a large Swiss university (ETH Zurich) is presented. Here the unconferencing method was used to engage students, academics, staff and external experts into a mutual learning process [22] aimed at setting up project groups capable and willing to develop and implement proposals for reducing its CO₂ emissions. The unconference which was conducted at ETH Zurich is described in detail. Subsequently, how the unconference format and its underlying mechanisms were instrumental in initiating group processes during the unconference will then be analyzed. Thereafter, the project ideas which have been developed in the unconference will be discussed with regard to the numbers of realized projects and the effects of these projects on CO₂ emissions. The aim is to show how successfully effects lasted beyond the unconference itself.

1.2. Theoretical Background of Unconferencing

Conventional event formats like conferences, expert panels or lectures are less suitable approaches for facilitating organizational learning due to their focus on presentation rather than discussion of content and a tendency to serve political stage setting for preferential topics and the introduction of actors into arenas of power [23]. Transactional event formats like future workshops [24,25], open space technology [26], dialogue conferences [27,28] and unconferences [20,21] represent an alternative. The latter formats are designed for providing participants with a space to meet and for
enabling them to take over ownership of the event topic. Amongst them, unconferencing seems to provide the best choice for events aimed at initiating a transformation process [21]: Different from open space and future conferences, it uses methods specifically designed to avoid rituals of power, status and hierarchy. Thereby, it allows for the inclusion of structured group processes that prevent negative characteristics of free interaction processes as well as for the involvement of expert knowledge within a participatory process while preventing their dominance over ‘conventional’ participants. It aspires to engage different members of universities into meaningful dialogues about the future and the transformation that needs to take place for becoming more sustainable. In further development of the methodology applied in dialogue conferences which is focused on facilitating dialogue in group conversations [28], unconferencing additionally makes use of performative methods like performance, video, audio, graphic art, crafting, etc. [29-31].

Epistemologically, unconferencing roots in Luhmann’s Social System theory [32], Social Constructionism [33] and the Psychology of Knowledge [34]. Consequently, it supports both systemic and individual processes enabling organizational learning:

1. At system level, unconferences systematically neutralize existing power structures, avoid the build up of new ones and create new structural links through fostering communication between participants from different subsystems. This stimulates negotiating and defining shared significant symbols [34] on the topic and promotes connectivity of communications between university subsystems [32] like departments.

2. At individual level, unconferencing supports perspective taking [34] by stimulating processes of identity development, self reflection and social interaction among conference participants. Knowledge transformation, i.e., the process of “altering current knowledge” [35] is facilitated by reciprocal aspiration of the partners of a communication process to integrate perspectives [36]. Unconferencing helps participants to experience commonly shared interpretation patterns and meanings of topics discussed which contributes to a “we-feeling” based on a commonly shared social reality.

All situational components of unconferences are based on the architectural principles for constructivist learning environments [37]. There are many possibilities to design unconferences corresponding to these principles. The in-depth description of the unconference event at ETH Zurich, which is provided in the method section, shall serve as the prototypical example of unconferencing which is analyzed in this case-study. Still, an exact operational definition of unconferencing based on its theoretical background seems to be missing in previous literature and the concept is therefore highly fuzzy at the present stage, a problem which definitely needs to be tackled in future research.

1.3. Participation as Key to Transformation

From the theoretical standpoint, the transformation from a traditional into a sustainable university requires collective agency [38] involving socially coordinated and interdependent efforts for promoting sustainability oriented behavioral, social, technological, and economic changes. Continuous improvement of operations to reduce CO_{2} emissions and to improve social and economic sustainability indicators critically depends on administrative support and cooperation with academic staff and facility
management [39]. As stated beforehand, transformative initiatives should thus be supported both top-down as well as bottom-up by students and employees to be effective [5,6,19]. All university members can contribute to sustainable development and CO₂ reduction with expertise, knowledge of university operations and creativity. Broad participation in the development of ideas and projects for CO₂ reduction also facilitates the acceptance of measures ultimately implemented.

A participative proceeding also provides synergies for the education of the students. Collaboration of students with university administration, professors, external experts, and non-academic staff in mutual learning processes aiming at the pro-sustainability transformation of their own university generates authentic learning opportunities for students, which focus their own life-worlds [40,41]. Later on in their professional life students can transfer the skills gained here to problem-solving processes aiming at sustainability in other contexts, which generates synergies for societal transformation processes towards sustainability in the future.

To sum this up, literature clearly indicates that efforts aimed at university transformations towards sustainability rely upon participation of university members. Therefore, the particular importance of sustainability for organizational survival and the need for an organizational transformation have to be negotiated and agreed in discursive organizational sense making activities amongst the members of the organization [42,43].

1.4. Transactional Group Processes

Collaboration between students, university employees, and external experts in mutual learning processes aimed at pro-sustainability transformation of their own university generates authentic learning opportunities for students [40,41]. Several scholars showed that creative group processes like those happening in transdisciplinary case studies in university-based projects strongly support sustainability learning because they facilitate mutual learning processes between different stakeholder groups [8,44-46].

The epistemological roots of the claim that boundary spanning and interactive, bottom up group processes are crucial for an effective transformation of universities towards sustainability emerged from the works of Kurt Lewin [47] and his successors on group dynamics. Their studies indicate a need for learning environments which would stimulate collaborative and innovative thinking, and empower participants to take over responsibility for the transformation process. Lewin [47] demonstrated that involving individuals in structured group discussions with peers can initiate change. According to Werner [48] these transactional approaches involving group-based persuasion integrate social context and thus allow for participants to mutually convince each other that barriers can be overcome and behavior change is in fact feasible [38,49]. Perceived relevance of the messages and message scrutiny could thus be increased for making attitude changes achieved in such discussions more stable and behaviorally effective [50].

In general, events are said to have the potential to act as catalysts or starting points for bringing together members of an organization like a university across organizational boundaries and enable them to contribute to change by building up transdisciplinary teams across university departments that grow and bring forward own ideas [20,22].
1.5. Research Questions

As described above, so far authors of a large number of conceptual papers agree that events can initiate transdisciplinary, cross-boundary group processes which are crucial for the pro-sustainability transformation of a university. This study investigates on an empirical basis how unconferencing can be applied in a university to organize group processes in a way that cooperation, creativity, active participation, mutual trust and learning are enhanced and sustainability oriented collective processes and transformations are facilitated. Specifically, the research question was if the theoretically predicted effects of unconferencing could be found in its application, particularly in terms of creativity, systems connectivity, mutual learning, and outputs.

It presents a case study of a large Swiss university, ETH Zurich, which used unconferencing as method to engage students, academics, staff and external experts into a mutual learning process aimed at setting up project groups capable and willing to develop and implement proposals for reducing its CO₂ emissions. The empirical study first analyses the effectiveness of the unconference conducted through studying the sustainability impacts of the projects which have been developed. It secondly strives for the identification of process factors or mechanisms which account for the instrumentality of the approach in initiating group processes that generate such tangible effects. The main research interest was accordingly to find out whether the unconferencing approach proved suitable to produce pro-sustainability transformations and to investigate which aspects of the unconferencing method enhanced group processes.

2. Application of Unconferencing for Initiating Pro-Sustainability Transformation at ETH Zurich to Reduce CO₂

ETH Zurich is a large Swiss university: In 2008, it counted 15,093 students, 372 professorships and 9,049 members of scientific staff. Research and teaching is done in the five different disciplines Architecture and Building Science (two departments), Engineering Sciences (six departments), Natural Sciences and Mathematics (four departments), System Oriented Natural Sciences (three departments) and Management and Social Sciences (two departments). In 2008, the university had an annual budget of 1,012 million CHF.

Since 1999, the university has a department for the management of environmental resources called RUMBA. The objective of this department is to reduce environmental impact, to ensure efficient energy consumption, and to become a role model in environmental management. Since its establishment, the department has been responsible for the measurement and communication of environmental key data and launched several activities for raising awareness on environmental issues like for example the initiative “bike to work”.

In 2008, the university board decided that it would be time for an initiative with higher transformative impact and a more active integration of students into environmental, sustainability oriented activities. It therefore initiated a team called ECOWORKS consisting of representatives of RUMBA, environmental consultants from a university spin off, members of the student association for sustainable development, and a marketing agency. Together, this team was assigned to develop an
effective initiative for reducing the per capita consumption of 1.5 tons CO₂ in 2007 to 1 ton per capita/year with the help of students and staff [52].

The ECOWORKS team developed an online platform where ETH members could hand in, discuss and follow up project proposals for CO₂ reduction. The team members however were very clear about the issue that a platform alone would not be sufficient to trigger participation and takeover of responsibility by university members. They therefore decided to have a launch event for the platform for generating implementable project ideas that would lead to a reduction of CO₂. They came across a local unconferencing association called “unBla” [20] and decided to apply unconferencing as event format for their launch event.

In November 2008, the university ran a 24-hour unconference with approximately 110 interested volunteering students, professors and environmental experts participating. The project proposals developed during the event were evaluated by a jury and after the event by experts of the university responsible for realizing the most viable and promising project ideas. Real impact of the event on sustainability of campus operations was ensured and communicated to the conference attendees beforehand to motivate them for active engagement.

The event was designed as follows:

1. It started at midday with a general introduction by the university’s vice president followed by a domain mapping exercise aimed at creating a common understanding of the topic domains future projects would have to address. Already during registration process, participants signed in for one of the five domains (i) sustainability in general, (ii) water, (iii) energy, (iv) mobility and (v) waste. At the event, they were distributed in groups according to their interest and worked out large wall papers highlighting issues in their topic domains as well as links between the domains.

2. The domain mapping was followed by a networking exercise where participants met in a moderated process and talked to at least five other participants who were unknown to them before. This step aimed at giving people an understanding about who the other participants were, at making them feel more comfortable, creating ties between them, breaking up existing groups and connecting people with similar interests and ideas.

3. The next step was an idea market where people first described their ideas shortly on dedicated sheets. They then presented their ideas to the whole audience, thereby identifying people with similar ideas and connecting to them. Idea sheets were then exhibited on the walls and participants were given the opportunity to talk to idea owners and subscribe to ideas to form project teams. During this phase, from 50 initial ideas 17 project teams emerged which have been facilitated to plan their work until the next day.

4. The idea market was followed by a networking reception and a dinner where business people and experts came in and helped the student groups with sharpening their ideas.

5. After dinner, work in project groups started. The proposal format and requirements were introduced to the groups and they started to work out their project proposals. Participants were free to work overnight; however the last work groups stopped at 2 am to have a rest.

6. Business expert breakfast was served between 8 and 10 am on the second day. Here again experts joined the students and helped them to mature their ideas. The project maturation phase
lasted until midday, as project proposals had to be handed in exactly 24 hours after the event started.

7. While a *jury* of university professors and CO₂ experts from industry evaluated the proposals, students presented their work to each other and acted as a peoples’ jury who selected the two most popular project ideas.

8. Two hours later, the jury presented the winning projects in an *award ceremony*. The event closed with a reception.

3. Methods

Our study was aimed at investigating on an empirical basis how the unconference format and its underlying mechanisms were instrumental in organizing group processes in a way that cooperation, creativity, active participation, mutual trust and learning are enhanced and making their effects last beyond the unconference itself. This is an exploratory research question insofar as it calls for identifying and describing the underlying mechanisms of unconferencing that became effective at organizational (university), social (group) and individual level as well as for revealing how these effects contributed to ecologically sustainable outcomes and the transformation of the university. It implies an inductive research design because the phenomenon at hand is as yet poorly understood. Therefore, a case study appeared as particularly appropriate research strategy because by using multiple sources of evidence [53], this research design allows for investigating “(…) a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, when the boundaries between the phenomenon and the context are not evident” [54]. We triangulated different qualitative research methods [55,56], namely participatory observation, narrative interviews, a participant survey and document analysis. Method triangulation allowed us to gather complementary data on the issue.

3.1. Participatory Observation

Seven researchers participated in the event in the role of observers-as-participants [57,58]. Conference participants were informed that there were researchers observing their actions and communications, but the identity of these people remained wholly concealed. The aim behind this ethnographic research approach [59] was to shed more light on revealing group effects, *i.e.*, how social order in unconferences is (self-) generated in and through its practices [60]. The research field emerged at the moment we started the observations and dissolved 24 hours later with the end of the unconference; the short time frame however made it difficult for researchers to gather meaningful data besides their engagement within the groups they observed.

We therefore followed the advice by Flick [61] and used a structured observation guideline for documentation. The researchers filled it in for the different phases in the overall group of participants (domain mapping, networking, idea market) and five different phases of project work (starting phase after dinner, after the first two hours, after breakfast the next morning, two hours after breakfast, 30 min before hand in of proposals). They applied different observation guidelines for these phases which represent our operationalization of potential effects of power, the creation of structural links, individual knowledge transformation and social learning during the event into observable individual
and social actions. They additionally contained a field labeled with ‘other notes’ which allowed for documenting any other observation.

The findings were analyzed in various iterative circles: In the first step, seven student researchers and a professor interpreted (structured observations) and coded (open observations) the material independently. In the next step, students came together in groups of three or four people and developed a group interpretation. Then, the findings of the two groups and the professor were compared and a common interpretation was developed.

3.2. Narrative Interviews

In narrative interviews [62], 20 participants were asked to reconstruct their individual experience during the unconference. The narrative interview technique provides access to experiences that constitute the everyday reality of the narrators through asking respondents to tell stories without offering any elaborated categories or concepts [63]. By emphasizing and repeating specific aspects and interpreting certain occurrences, the narrator’s frame of reference becomes accessible.

The narrative interviews were held right after groups handed in their proposals. The interviewees have been asked the following question to stimulate the narration: “Mister/Miss…, I would like to ask you to tell me what happened to you during the last 24 hours. Please start with the situation at the beginning of the event and describe thereafter everything that happened during the event until now.”

To analyze the interviews, four student researchers and a professor coded the material independently; they noted themes and clustered them into topics [64]. To reduce the influence of their own recognition patterns and increasing the interpretive validity, student researchers then came together and developed a common group interpretation. This interpretation was compared to the interpretation of the professor in a final step.

3.3. Participant Survey

At the end of the unconference, participants were asked to fill in a participant survey [64]. The survey contained four qualitative questions which asked what the participants learned during the event, what their major benefit was, what they would suggest to change in the organization/design of the event and how they felt right after the event. The participant survey was handed in by 48 (43%) of the 112 participants.

The answers to the qualitative questions were analyzed in the same sequence as the observations. Again, an open coding procedure was applied [64] as described above for the narrative interviews.

3.4. Document Analysis

Documents “represent a specific version of realities constructed for specific purposes.” [61,65]. In order to understand how the institution assessed and communicated the effects of the unconference as well as their sustainability, we collected documents that were produced between November 2008 and April 2010 by different university actors involved in the unconference and the transformation process such as jury members, event organizers and university. The body of documents includes jury
evaluations, newsletters and environmental reports of the university. These documents were again analyzed with an open coding procedure as described above in the same sequence as the other data.

4. Findings

Below, we describe the process factors or mechanisms of unconferencing that were operative in the group work and the mutual learning which took place (Sections 4.1–4.3). These aspects account for the instrumentality of the unconferencing approach in initiating group processes that generate tangible effects in pro-sustainability transformations. We then (Section 4.4) have a look at the effectiveness of the unconference in terms of tangible effects (in particular CO₂ reduction) through studying the actual and prospective sustainability impacts of the projects which have been developed.

4.1. Open Atmosphere and Creativity

An important topic in the narrative interviews was the atmosphere that was described as open, creative and supporting idea sharing, or, as one participant puts it: “I perceive it as a really cool open source atmosphere”. People liked the large room without tables and chairs for the interactive sessions, and they enjoyed the decoration. They also felt esteemed by the organizers and the service personnel, apparently an unusual experience for students which has been highlighted several times. Participants also liked the good humor within the group.

When telling what happened to them during the last 24 hours, interviewees talked in narrative interviews about the first phase of the event until the end of project team formation at step 4 much more than about the proposal development phase in teams. It seems as if they collectively divided the event into two phases: the creative, interactive and easy phase in the big group with all participants, and the serious and hard working phase in the project groups. While everybody talked a lot about the first phase and half of the interviewees even remembered in detail all sub-activities of bigger tasks (domain mapping, networking, idea market)—except the opening speech (!)—the work in the project teams was only briefly described. We assume that this is caused by the first part being unusual to them, while they are used to project work which is a standard work process in their university studies.

4.2. Systems Connectivity in a Power Free Environment

The list of participants reveals that the event attracted participants from 13 different disciplinary backgrounds, i.e., agricultural and food sciences, architecture, construction and geomatics, bio systems, chemistry and applied biosciences, earth sciences, informatics, information and electro technology, material sciences, mechanical and process engineering, management and ecosystems, and physics. We also recognize diversity when we look at the educational backgrounds of the participants: The event attracted Bachelor, Master and postgraduate students as well as PhD students and associate professors.

The observers documented their experiences with the creation of structural links and power relations. During the whole event, they did not observe a single exclusion of participants due to first level classifications (the clothes, the experience, the voice, etc. of others). Observations show that existing group structures have been systematically broken up during the first phase of the event, that a lot of communication took place between people from different disciplines and that new groups
emerged during the idea market. Figure 1 below visualizes how the dissolution of existing groups and the creation of new ones happened accordingly to the sequence of process steps from domain mapping (first exercise) via networking (second exercise to idea market (third exercise)).

Figure 1. Dissolution of existing, and emergence of new, groups over time.

Findings from the survey and the narrative interviews support these observation results. In their qualitative answers to the survey, participants highlighted that they benefitted most from meeting other people through the networking exercise (28 answers). In narrative interviews, the networking exercise has been praised by most interviewees for supporting them in getting to know other people from other departments and disciplines, engaging into intensive dialogue with them, identifying participants with similar issues and ideas and developing a feeling of group belonging.

This creation of structural links happened in a power free environment, i.e., an environment that is not determined by pre-existing power structures such as hierarchies or professional status. We found in the narrative interviews that cooperation happened between participants with similar ideas and that a common vision of the project idea emerged from intensive discussions. Findings from the observations additionally show that during the work in the project groups, roles in the groups emerged due to the expertise of people instead of a professional status (like Dr., Prof. etc.) and task assignment happened rather by volunteering than by orders. In project teams, participants actively listened to each other and presented even unfinished ideas. Misunderstandings were regularly perceived as such and discussed; criticism was formulated in an objective manner.

4.3. Mutual Learning

With our case study, we investigated whether unconferencing supported perspective taking, creativity, knowledge exchange, synthesis and transformation of knowledge, and if so, how.

From our data, we found that social learning and knowledge transformation are closely related. In their answers to the qualitative questions of the survey participants stated they enjoyed working on own ideas and bringing them forward (8 answers) as well as experiencing a large group moderation process (16 answers). They furthermore acknowledged that their major learning gains resulted from capitalizing on other peoples’ expertise what enabled them to generate new ideas in the thematic area of CO₂ reduction (20 answers). Additionally, they confirmed an increase of their capabilities for working effectively in a team (19 answers).
4.3.1. Facilitation

A lot of positive aspects of facilitation have been mentioned in the narrative interviews especially concerning the first phase of the event in the large group. One motivation to participate in the event mentioned by half of the interviewees was curiosity concerning the event format. As they never participated in an unconference before, they had no clear idea about what would happen and how the event would be designed in detail. When reconstructing their experiences, interviewees highlighted that facilitators excellently structured the event and guided the open innovation process. Or, as one of the participants puts it: “It is one of the best workshops I ever attended because you know, everything went so in order” (sic! for smoothly Ed.). Participants underlined that facilitation enabled them to exchange ideas, to make points of view explicit, to bring in their own ideas and to develop them further. One third of the interviewees reported learning effects related to the positive impact of the different methods applied during the unconference on the event results because these methods fostered the formation of motivated and competent project teams and in consequence the development of high quality proposals.

4.3.2. Motivation and Engagement

The major motivation to engage in the event mentioned by the majority of the interviewees was to impact the way the university deals with CO\textsubscript{2}. They strived for developing and implementing own ideas. This is also reflected in the strong orientation towards developing projects as well as master and PhD theses out of the work done at the event. The interviews showed that most participants did not just come for a two day event but aimed at making their project happen afterwards. The willingness to engage in event activities clearly impacted what participants reflected upon and were able to learn, in other words to how far individual knowledge transformation took place. Those who aimed at implementing their own ideas described the process of convincing other people to join their team as intensive and sometimes even exhausting. About one third, \textit{i.e.}, seven of the interviewees reflected their role as idea owner and reported learning points about own competences (like being precise, providing good arguments, leading group discussions, \textit{etc.}). Reflection has been indicated as important trigger for changing own behavior. For example, participants who did not indicate clear preferences and competences felt that finding interesting communication partners during the networking exercise was difficult. Several interviewees report that they reflected upon the issue and changed their behavior for the following idea market phase: Here, it was important to them to formulate ideas and how they could contribute to them in a very clear manner.

4.3.3. Engagement and Sensing Time

The amount of active participation also strongly impacted on how time was sensed by the participants. Almost half of the interviewees mentioned that although the first interactive phase lasted four hours, they totally lost track of time. Another third valued the first part of the event a lot but always felt that they should start working now: These participants usually arrived at the event with a strong vision of an idea and some followers to form a team and were very keen to work on the idea.
Two interviewees who reported that they did not engage actively in several tasks felt that these tasks took too much time.

4.3.4. Adaptation of Project Ideas and Roles

Observation results show that there was not a single project group where participants kept the initial project idea without modification. Instead, participants discussed different opinions and developed a common project vision which was different from the initial idea. This indicates a social learning process involving adaptation of initial individual viewpoints (knowledge transformation). Another effect of social learning mentioned by all participants was the one of developing common project team working routines enabling them to cooperate in the morning better than the previous evening.

During the project proposal development phases, observers identified several changes in the roles of project team members. On average, there was at least one role change per phase in three out of the seven observed project groups. As role changes have been reported as not forced but self-motivated, they indicate knowledge transformation of individuals who redefine their own role in the group.

4.4. Outputs

Within the 24 hours of the event, participants developed 17 project proposals which were all eligible for evaluation and entailed realistic ideas for CO$_2$ reduction at the university. The project ideas ranged from the Eco-Paparazzo, an internet portal to pillory energy waste, to construction measures (e.g., implementation of heat exchangers, use of solar- and wind energy) and technical tricks like a better switch-off of the standby modus or a behavior change project called ―choose stairs–not lifts‖ [52]. A list of the proposals with short descriptions is presented in Table 1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project title</th>
<th>Short description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improved Printing System</td>
<td>Improving ETH’s printing system to save a major part of the printing resources like paper, toner, hardware, power.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainforplane</td>
<td>Optimizing the current travel behavior of ETH staff by developing new processes for business-trip booking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raise awareness of employees concerning CO$_2$ emissions and real advantages of plane vs. train.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eventually change existing rules of reimbursement of travel expenses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eat less CO$_2$</td>
<td>Effective reduction of meat consumption in the ETH dining halls by increasing the appeal of vegetarian meals, altering meat containing meals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUBLICICA Low Carbon Fund</td>
<td>Eco-friendly investment of pension funds with the potential to compensate the indirect CO$_2$ footprint of the institution about four times.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. List of proposals (adapted from [66]).**
Experts from the jury acknowledged that the number and quality of ideas was extraordinary high [52] which suggests that unconferencing is a viable method for developing high quality project proposals in a relatively short period of time. In the narrative interviews, several interviewees talked about enthusiasm in their group to implement the proposal developed and high interest in the (upcoming) decision of the jury. One of them pointed to the need for investment by the university for implementing the ideas. Most interviewees express pride in the results of their work. Similarly in the participant survey, 11 participants affirmed their motivation to continue to work on their project after the event (without having been asked about this motivation).

4.5. Project Implementation and Sustainability

Of the 17 project proposals, 10 projects have been realized. Not all projects are equally well documented, so it is a matter of guesswork to quantify their ecological impact.

Two projects actually aimed to reduce current CO\(_2\) emissions and energy consumption. The Windows Lab Overnight Shutdown project developed and implemented a system to switch off windows machines in computer labs at night. The project was trialed in a department with a total of eight computers. Shutting down the machines overnight saved about 30 kWh per day—double the amount on weekends [67]. Using ball park figures (143 g CO\(_2\)/kWh electricity, ‘Swiss mix’; compare http://www.co2-monitor.ch/en/facts/glossary/) that is about 2 tons of CO\(_2\) per year. The pilot Eaternity (Eat less CO\(_2\)) reduced the CO\(_2\) emissions of canteen food by reducing the amount of meat used and by

---

Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project title</th>
<th>Short description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy Paparazzi</td>
<td>Daily updated yellow-press style website where individuals who commit environmental sins are exposed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ecoAct</td>
<td>Raise awareness of students on their personal CO(_2)-impact and possibilities to reduce it through signs across the campus and a CO(_2) information pool (website).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water-heat-exchange</td>
<td>Implementing heat-exchangers in wastewater pipes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akanthus</td>
<td>Real-time life cycle assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choose Stairs—not lift</td>
<td>Raise awareness about negative environmental impacts of using lifts instead of stairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inno-Rain</td>
<td>Using rainwater for toilet flush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[re]CYCLING</td>
<td>Producing energy by sportive activities on workout equipment in the gym at ETH.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows lab overnight shutdown</td>
<td>Adapting an existing solution from the ETH main building to another building to shut down overnight student PCs and lab computers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human dynamo</td>
<td>Transforming energy resulting from stepping on the floor into electric power by dynamos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENValuate</td>
<td>Web-based tool for monitoring and assessing alternative options of all aspects of ETH which have an effect on the environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure of your lifestyle</td>
<td>Calculator for assessing individual CO(_2) consumption which also provides easy options for reductions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SunWindProject</td>
<td>Installing a solar and wind energy park at the roof of a large department building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Energy Production</td>
<td>ETH will produce and convert energy fully based on renewable and CO(_2)-free technologies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
increasing the proportion of locally sourced ingredients. Students were very successful in doing so, and recently asked to adapt this concept to a canteen of a big company. On the first day of its three-week trial Eaternity served about 300 meals which is one fifth of the average 1,500 meals served daily [68]. In total, the trial was reported to have saved 1.1 tons of CO₂ [69].

The two projects that were concerned with recovering energy spent at spinning bikes at the campus gym, the [re]CYCLING Project, and the Human Dynamo project, aiming at recovering the energy of people walking. ASVZ Energy Recovery Project projected an energy production of about 2.51 MWh per year (based on 25 bikes); [70]. Using the above ball park figures that would result in 0.36 tons of CO₂ saved. A prototype of an energy generating spinning bike has been built, revised estimates were at 219 kWh per year for one bike or 5.5 MWh per year (0.78 tons of CO₂). For the Human Dynamo project no actual calculations are available. The team around Rotterdam’s “sustainable dancefloor” project showed that the energy generated by one dancer in such system would be “maximum 80–100 W or an average of 20–30 W over a time period of 10 s” [71]. These figures do not allow a conversion into tons of CO₂ since installed floor space and rate of use are driving factors; studies from the use of the system are not available since the “sustainable” dance club in question, depending heavily on city council money, closed down in 2010 after less than two years operation when subsidies were cut.

The two projects ENValuate and ecoAct focused after the event on the CO₂ emissions of the campus events and developed proposals to reduce them. They realized two projects, the project Sustainable Conference Organization which analyzed an academic conference, and the project ASVZ Sola-Staffette Oekobilanz which analyzed an annual students’ sports event. The academic conference analyzed in the Sustainable Conference Organization project was attended by 356 participants from 32 countries. It generated 475 tons of CO₂ (97% of which from flights alone). Recommendations for future conferences are to avoid, reduce or offset CO₂ emissions from travel, to work with “sustainable” hotels and catering and to reduce printing [72]. ASVZ Sola-Staffette Oekobilanz study found that 74% of total CO₂ emissions were caused by travelling to the event, a lower percentage than for the conference since the event is of local nature. Depending on the calculation model, the event caused between 125 (realistic scenario) and 201 (‘pessimistic’ scenario) tons of CO₂ emissions—while a standard calculator would estimate 240 tons of CO₂ emissions. The study discusses various options to reduce emissions; however CO₂ compensations is seen as the most adequate solution [73].

The four remaining projects dealt with tools for the analysis of buildings or household appliances, and with awareness and change campaigns for education and research. Since these projects did not generate any direct positive effect in terms of CO₂ or energy, we exclude them from the further analysis.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

From our findings presented above, we can draw the following conclusions concerning our research questions:

The empirical study first aimed at analyzing the effectiveness of the unconference conducted through studying the sustainability impacts of the projects which have been developed. As discussed, the unconference developed within 24 hours 17 high quality project proposals of which 10 were implemented for transforming the university towards lower CO₂ emissions. These projects reduced CO₂ with the above specified amounts.
The unconference was a first step the universities’ way towards more sustainability. It did not only produce project proposals but also generated motivation amongst the participants to implement these projects [66,74-76]. Our study enabled us to identify some process factors and mechanisms which presumably account for the instrumentality of the approach in initiating group processes that generate such tangible effects. We found that first, in the case study presented unconferencing supported the creation of structural links between participants from different organizational (university) sub systems and led to improved system connectivity. Especially during the first phase, a lot of interdisciplinary contacts were established. Participants developed a feeling of belonging. We also showed that discussions took place in a power free environment, participants engaged in the different processes openly and roles and tasks have been assigned due to expertise instead of status. In the project groups, everybody’s voice was esteemed. Second, we found out that participants engaged in a mutual learning process. We identified different processes of perspective taking, knowledge sharing, development of common ideas and individual knowledge transformation based upon self reflection. We also saw that facilitation was important to bring these effects about. Especially the application of performative methods in the first phase of the event enabled participants to open up and develop and share ideas. The individual engagement impacted the experiences made and the learning outcomes of people. Even participants who did not engage very actively into networking experienced its effects: How one participant puts it, the “networking happened automatically, people came and talked to me”. However, it seems as if active participation stimulated reflection, and especially idea owners who organized a project team for their idea talked a lot about their learning gains during the process. Individual knowledge transformation was always strongly linked to social learning processes, an effect which we found especially in phases where ideas have been developed, merged and negotiated in the project teams.

In summary, our findings suggest that unconferencing is a promising format for facilitating the initiation of a pro-sustainability transformation of a large university. They show that unconferencing actually achieved systems connectivity, enabled mutual learning and probably outperformed more traditional formats in terms of output on this occasion. It is certainly plausible that the basic aspects and methodology of unconferencing are not confined to the topical domain and type of organization that were addressed in this case study. Certainly, unconferencing can equally be used for enhancing other organizational learning processes that critically depend on systems connectivity and mutual learning.

Yet further research is needed, particularly on a meta-level, to trace the effects of unconferencing across universities but also a range of other domains and organizations. Likewise, the influence of unconferencing as a method as compared to the actual skills of the facilitating teams would need to be investigated. Finally, the question needs to be addressed under which circumstances unconferencing might or indeed might not be the most promising approach to achieve transformation goals, as compared to more traditional methods of facilitating transformation and societal and/or cultural change. Participative starting events are only one part of the pro-sustainability transformation of universities. The embedding of such events in the overall transformation process as well as the optimal event design are practice oriented research foci for which the present study contributed empirical data, but where many aspects are still needed to be investigated. The present research indicates that unconferences have some advantages for generating transformative motivations, developing team spirit, and generating cross sectional and hierarchical communication and linkages as compared to conventional event formats which predominantly consist of front lectures or presentations, and which leave room for
networking mostly only in breaks, poster sessions or conference dinners, accompanying cultural events and outings. In relation to optimal design of unconferencing, a prototypical unconference arranged in temporal order of eight steps starting with general introduction, domain mapping and networking exercise, and idea market on day 1 and finishing with an award ceremony on day 2 has been described and the positive effects achieved by applying this event designed could be analyzed and demonstrated empirically. Still various possibilities of designing unconferencing events and organizing and realizing the constituent parts exist, yet there is little empirical knowledge on the effects of such variations.
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Preliminary findings on the processes triggered by the unconference described in this article have been reported in Wolf, P., Hansmann, R., and Troxler, P. (2011). Unconferencing as method to initiate organisational change: A case study on reducing CO₂ emissions of a university. Journal of Organizational Change Management, 24(1), 112-142.
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